[Predictive value of P53 expression in selecting first-line chemotherapy regimen for advanced epithelial ovarian carcinoma].
The first-line adjuvant chemotherapy regimens of ovarian cancer mainly include TC (paclitaxel combined with carboplatin) and PC (cisplatin combined with cyclophosphamide) protocols. This study was to investigate the correlation of P53 expression to treatment outcome of ovarian cancer patients received the above 2 protocols, and explore the predictive value of P53 expression in selecting chemotherapy regimen. Records of 53 patients with advanced epithelial ovarian cancer (stage IIIc), treated with TC or PC regimen, were analyzed retrospectively. The expression of P53 was detected by immunohistochemistry. The complete response (CR) rate and progression-free survival (PFS) were compared between TC and PC groups according to P53 status. Of the 53 patients, 22 were P53 positive, of which 13 received TC regimen and 9 received PC regimen; the CR rate was slightly higher in TC group than in PC group (76.9% vs. 33.3%, P=0.054), and PFS was significantly longer in TC group than in PC group (102 weeks vs. 43 weeks, P=0.040). In the subgroup of P53-negative patients, TC group had similar CR rate and PFS to PC group. Multivariate analysis showed that the size of residue was an independent prognostic factor. P53 detection may play a role in selecting first-line chemotherapy for advanced epithelial ovarian cancer patients: TC regimen is preference for P53-positive patients, PC regimen may be a choice for P53-negative patients. These recommendations should be tested in further trails with large samples.